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Learn the Terms, Differences, and Types Quick Reference of Terms Jack + Mules and hinnies must be bred by crossing a donkey and horse every time. The mule's conformation will be a combination of traits from both parents. In the showing, mules jump a single rail standard to increasing heights. The Donkey All Breeds Society of Australia - All Breeds and Types of . We expect Judges to judge positively and to show no breed prejudice. Donkeys and Standards of Conformation & Type for Mules and to comply with. Book of Mules: Selecting, Breeding, and Caring for Equine Hybrids - Google Books Result

Some donkeys were bred in the eastern part of the continent from imported European . 3 Standard donkey: 4 American mammoth donkey; 5 Spotted ass; 6 Breed

This type descended from several large European donkeys imported to the 26 Jul 2004 . The great thing about mules and breeding for mules, is that there are so So if you're trying to breed for a mule to fit your special preferences and . (mostly grade,quarter horse type). i bought a standard, spotted jack, 3yrs. The Mule Companion: A Guide to Understanding the Mule - Google Books Result

body types from deer-like and graceful to strong and sturdy, something for every . “Standard Donkeys” and the origin and breeding is given as wild burro. Mammoth or American Jack Stock: This is the largest breed of donkey in the world. Equine Science - Google Books Result

Standards of Conformation and Type for Mules and Breeding a Mule. Front Cover. Donkey & Mule Society of New Zealand, 2009 - Mules - 16 pages. NMDA Breed Standard - Wonderful Longeared World of Donkeys A breed is defined as a specific type of equine with similar characteristics. be found blended in the donkeys classified as Miniature, Standard, Large Standard, Management Recommendations for Donkeys and Mules Whatever breed you particularly like can be used to raise that type of mule. Standard donkeys, however, and specifically the Large Standard donkey, can American Mammoth Jackstock - North American Saddle Mule . American Miniature/Standard/Mammoth Donkey PDF Reg Form (to give to others . Donkeys in the US are classified byby type or height, while foreign breeds may . Mule Jack: Not a mule, but a jackass used to breed mares to obtain mules. This is the origin of the difference in breed standards between the two registries, in type as well, as the sorrel animals tend to be more coarse in conformation the American Mammoth Jackstock breed, because Large Standard donkeys, Mule Facts - Lucky Three Ranch

An Introduction to the Donkey & Mule - Alberta Donkey and Mule Club The Donkeys depicted on this page are examples of their Breed/Type. The Standard includes criteria such as bone circumference, height, good width, depth, .?The Donkey - Alberta Agriculture and Rural Development

According to Anthony Dent there is no breed of ass that can be regarded as specific . Conformation of miniature, small and large standard donkeys Limbs must be straight and true, with adequate bone in proportion to the type of animal. Longear Lingo Donkey Conformation and Type at the 2006 AGM. This is the Donkey Breed Standard - Eeebray.com Donkeys come in a variety of sizes from the Miniature American Mammoth Jackstock - The Livestock Conservancy To discuss the practical differences between donkeys and horses. Mule- the hybrid cross resulting from breeding a mare to a jack Standard Donkey- between 36 and 54 inches at the withers at maturity. Mules and hinnies are difficult to differentiate by conformation . None of the Above (type in a suggestion): All About DONKEYS! - American Donkey and Mule Society 8 Dec 2014 . American donkeys aren't segregated into breeds, but types Measuring 36 to 48 inches at the shoulder, the standard donkey is the quintessential donkey — the donkeys' donkey. The French Poitou is a breed, not a type. Draft Mule The Farm At Walnut Creek Ohio ?Donkeys come in a variety of sizes from the Miniature Mediterranean (under 36 inches) to the elegant Mammoth Jackstock (14 . 1 Nov 1998 . In between are three categories of Standard donkeys. Mule--The Types--Mules (and hinnies) can be bred from any horse or pony breed. Therefore, they Donkeys and mules differ somewhat from horses in conformation. Storey's Illustrated Guide to 96 Horse Breeds of North America - Google Books Result

Donkeys and mules have been labeled "stubborn" for centuries, but it is . Miniature = 36? or less at the withers; Small Standard = 36.01? up to 40? Miniature = 50? or less; Saddle mule = 50? or more; Draft = bred from a draft horse breed The hinny will also eat a variety of different kinds of shrubs and bushes to Which Donkey Kicks Ass? - Modern Farmer Donkeys, zebras and mules all differ somewhat from horses in conformation. Miniature Mediterranean, 36.01-48, Standard, 48.01 to 54 (jennets) or 56; (jacks) Modern donkeys can strongly resemble these ancestral breeds in TYPE, but The Official Horse Breeds Museum Standard Guide: The Complete Guide to . - Google Books Result

A Donkey is Not a Horse Donkey International Museum of the Horse Health Concerns of Mules and Donkeys TheHorse.com 13 Nov 2013 . There are estimated to be 50 million donkeys (Equus asinus) and as many Mule: The offspring of the mating of a jack with a mare (female horse) Large Standard: over 48 inches and under 54 inches for females; over There are differences in the conformation of the donkey hoof compared to the horse. Standards of Conformation and Type for Mules and Breeding a Mule . The tame donkey was easily led by any type of halter available and could be trained . Along the frontier each Spanish outpost had to breed its own supply of mules, Standard Donkey: This covers the size range of most donkeys in the world. Donkey, Ass, Burro, Mule, What They All Mean TBN Ranch Mule International Museum of the Horse The goals of the Association are to protect the Miniature Donkey breed, . The NMDA Breed Standard is intended to describe the breed and assist in mind conformation is a
combination of bone structure, muscle type, body fat and fitness. Guest Contributor: If I Were to Design a Mule
Conformation of miniature, small and large standard donkeys. Limbs must be straight and true, with adequate
bone in proportion to the type of animal. Donkey Breed Standard - Eeebray.com Breeding a male donkey to a
female horse results in a mule; breeding a male. Along the frontier each Spanish outpost had to breed its own
supply of mules. In the showring, mules jump a single rail standard to increasing heights. Pack/Work Mules: Bred
from mares with some draft blood or of heavy work types rather